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WHAT IS AN FLL-FRC
TRANSITION PROGRAM?
•

The purpose of an FLL-FRC
transition program is to assist
FLL students in progressing
through the FIRST program to
FRC upon graduation from FLL

•

It is designed to work with
FRC teams who coach/
mentors FLL teams

•

Effective at bridging the gap
between FLL & FRC

BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN FLL & FRC

The step between FLL & FRC is a big one. Students go from making small
LEGO robots with pre-set parts to 100+ pound FRC robots with custom
parts. The large step can be intimidating to FLL members, discouraging them
from moving forward to FRC after they graduate from FLL. The transition
program can assist in making the transition less intimidating, ensuring their
progression through the FIRST program!

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
•

On FRC 6328, the transition
program is for current 8th grade FLL
members

•

In the fall, the 8th graders participate
in technical training meetings and an
offseason competition to gain
technical skills and get a feel for the
program

•

Right before kickoff, the 8th graders
are welcomed to the FRC team with
the 6328 bucket hat ceremony

•

The 8th graders then participate in
that year’s FRC season

STEP 1: INFORMATION SESSION

The first step is to hold an information session with the
parents and FLL members. Give an overview of FRC, the
schedule of your fall program and the FRC build season
schedule.

STEP 2: INITIAL TRAINING

The next step is to hold a technical training meeting with just the 8th
grade FLL members. Have your experienced FRC members attend to
help the FLL students.You can plan different stations for the FLL students
to rotate through. At our 8th grader build session, we started with a team
building activity, and then had a mill training station, lathe training station,
as well as a station to learn about our 2018 FRC robot.

STEP 3: OFFSEASON COMPETITION

Taking the FLL students to an offseason competition in the fall is a great way
to get the students really excited about FRC. It also lets them see how an FRC
event works in a low-pressure environment. On 6328, we take our 8th graders
to River Rage and let them try out drive team and pit crew roles. Our kids
were ecstatic after that event and could not wait for the FRC season to begin!

STEP 4: TECHNICAL TRAINING

If you host technical training meetings during the offseason, it is
beneficial to include 8th grade FLL members so they are prepared for
the build season. We offered weekly programming, machining, scouting
systems, and intro to CAD training meetings that the 8th graders
attended.

STEP 5: WELCOMING MEMBERS TO FRC

Once the FRC offseason comes to a close, hosting a special event to
welcome the FLL graduates to the team. We host a bucket hat ceremony in
December once the FLL events are over in MA. Each FLL grad is presented
with their official 6328 bucket hat to welcome them to the team!

STEP 6: FRC SEASON

Once your FLL students have gone through the transition program,
they are set to go for FRC! By running the program while they are still
in FLL, they are still engaged in FIRST and excited about robotics. If you
wait a season, students may lose interest and be less inclined to move
onto FRC. Plus, by recruiting 8th graders, you get members for 5 years!

ADDITIONAL
QUESTIONS?
Further questions? Don’t hesitate to reach out
to our team, we our happy to help.
Send us an email at info@littletonrobotics.org

